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Abstract
In this review we discuss interrelations between classical Hitchin integrable systems, mon-
odromy preserving equations and topological field theories coming from N=4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theories developed by Gukov, Kapustin and Witten. In particular, we define the
systems related to bundles with nontrivial characteristic classes and discuss relations of the
characteristic classes with monopole configurations in the Yang-Mills theory.
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1 Introduction
This brief review is my tribute to Lev Borisovich Okun. He inspired my interest to group-
theoretical methods in gauge theories.
There are many aspects of interrelations between finite-dimensional integrable systems and
gauge theories. For quantum systems see [1, 2, 3] and references therein. Here we consider this
connection in the classical case, which was described first in two fundamental papers of Hitchin
[4, 5]. It was demonstrated there that the self-duality equation can be used to derive a wide
class of finite-dimensional classical integrable systems - the so-called Hitchin systems, as well
as their non-autonomous version - the monodromy preserving equations. We will consider this
construction here in details. Later it was shown that some well-known integrable systems can
be derived in this way [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
It was found recently that this construction appears in the reformulation of the geometric
Langlands program in terms of N = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory [14, 15, 16]. As a by product, it
was demonstrated in [14] that some important equivalence in integrable systems - the so-called
the Symplectic Hecke Correspondence [12] can be explained in terms of the t’Hooft operators.
It be a subject of the last parts of the paper.
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2 Classical Integrable Systems
2.1 Integrability
We consider here the integrable systems of classical mechanics [17]. In this case the notion of
complete integrability can be formulated correctly, while in a field theory there are subtleties in
its definition.
Consider a smooth symplectic manifold R of dim(R) = 2n. It means that there exists a
closed non-degenerate two-form ω, and the inverse bivector π (ωa,bπ
bc = δca), such that the space
of smooth functions C∞(R) becomes a Poisson algebra with respect to the Poisson brackets
{F,G} = 〈dF |π|dG〉 = ∂aFπab∂bG ≡ ∂aFπab∂bG . (2.1)
In terms of the bi-vector πab the Jacobi identity for the brackets assumes the form
πab∂bπ
cd + πcb∂bπ
da + πdb∂bπ
ca = 0 .
2
Example 1
For R = R2n = {(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn)} define
π =
(
0 E
−E 0
)
.
Then (2.1) is the Darboux brackets. These brackets can be defined locally on any cotangent
bundle T ∗M to a manifold M (dim M = n), where {(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn)} are local coordi-
nates.
Example 2
Consider a Lie algebra g and let {ea , a = 1, . . . n} (n = dim g) be the set of its generators with
the commutation relations
[ea, eb] = C
c
abec .
Let g∗ be dual to g space (the Lie coalgebra) with respect to a pairing 〈 , 〉. Define a basis {Eb}
in g∗ such that
〈ea, Eb〉 = δba .
Let F (S), G(S) (S = SaE
a) be two functions on g∗. Their variations dF , dG are elements
of g defined as
F (S+ ε) = F (S) + 〈ε, dF (S)〉 .
Define the Poisson brackets as
{F (S), G(S)} = 〈S, [dF (S), dG(S)]〉 .
The Jacobi identity for them follows from the Jacobi identity for g. In particular, for the linear
functions Sa = 〈S, ea〉 we find
{Sa, Sb} = CcabSc .
Thus, we come to the linear (Lie-Poisson) brackets on g∗. These brackets are degenerated.
The Casimir functions Cs Poisson commute with functions on g
∗. The variety Cs = const is a
coadjoint orbit (A.11). It is a symplectic manifold with the form
ω = 〈δ(S0g−1) ∧ δg〉 . (2.2)
Any H ∈ C∞(R) defines a Hamiltonian vector field on R
H → 〈dH|π = ∂aHπab∂b = {H, } .
A Hamiltonian system is a triple (R, π,H) with the Hamiltonian flow
∂tx
a = {H,xa} = ∂bHπba .
A Hamiltonian system is called completely integrable, if it satisfies the following conditions
• there exist n Poisson commuting Hamiltonians on R (integrals of motion) I1, . . . , In
• Since the integrals commute the set
Tc = {Ij = cj , (j = 1, . . . , n)} (2.3)
is invariant with respect to the Hamiltonian flows {Ij , }. Then being restricted to Tc ,
Ij(x) should be functionally independent, i.e. det(∂aIb)(x) 6= 0 for almost all x ∈ Tc.
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In this way we come to the hierarchy of commuting flows on R
∂tjx = {Ij(x),x} , (j = 1, . . . , n) . (2.4)
Tc (2.3) is a Lagrangian submanifold Tc ⊂ R, i.e. ω vanishes on Tc. If Tc is compact and
connected, then it is diffeomorphic to a n-dimensional torus. Torus Tc is called the Liouville
torus. Locally there is a projection
p : R→ B , (2.5)
where the Liouville tori are generic fibers and the base of fibration B is parameterized by the
values of the integrals. The coordinates on a Liouville torus (”the angle” variables) along with
dual variables on B (”the action” variables) describe a linearized motion on the torus. Globally,
the picture can be more complicated. For some values of cj Tc ceases to be a submanifold. In
this way the action-angle variables are local coordinates.
Here we consider a complex analog of this picture (see, for example, [18]). We assume that
R is a complex algebraic manifold and the symplectic form ω is a (2, 0) form, i.e. locally in the
coordinates (z1, z¯1, . . . , zl, z¯l) the form is represented as ω = ωa,bdz
a∧dzb. General fibers of (2.5)
are abelian subvarieties of R, i.e. they are complex tori Cl/Λ, where the lattice Λ satisfies the
Riemann conditions [20]. Integrable systems in this situation are called algebraically integrable
systems.
2.2 Lax representation
The commonly accepted method for constructing and investigating integrable systems is based
on the Lax representation. What is imported for us is that it reveals interrelations between
classical integrable systems and gauge theories.
Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra. The dual space g∗ can be identified with
g by means of a fixed Killing form ( , ). Introduce an additional parameter z ∈ C. It is called
the spectral parameter. The Lax matrix L(x, z) belongs to g∗ and depends on z and on the
dynamical variables x. Consider the integrable hierarchy (2.4). Assume that the commuting
flows (2.4) can be rewritten in the matrix form
∂tjL(x, z) = [L(x, z),Mj(x, z)] , (2.6)
where M1(x, z), . . . ,Mn(x, z) be a set of n matrices in the adjoint representation of g.
The system (2.6) looks over-determined since since we have infinite number of equations
upon expanding L(x, z) and Mj(x, z) in Laurent series in z. In fact, as it will be explained
later, L(x, z) and Mj(x, z) are defined globally as meromorphic functions (more exactly sections
of adjoint bundles) on a Riemann surface Σg of genus g. The space of this sections is finite-
dimensional and coincides with the phase space R.
Let two integrable systems be described by two isomorphic sets of the action-angle variables.
In this case the integrable systems can be considered as equivalent. Establishing equivalence in
terms of angle-action variables is troublesome, but in terms of (2.6) there it takes the form of
the gauge equivalence. Let f be a non-degenerate z-dependent matrix. The transformation
L′ = f−1Lf , M ′j = f
−1∂tjf + f
−1Mjf . (2.7)
is called the gauge transformation because it preserves the Lax form (2.6). The flows (2.6) can
be considered as special gauge transformations
L(t1, . . . , tl) = f
−1(t1, . . . , tl)L0f(t1, . . . , tl) ,
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where L0 is independent on times and defines an initial data, and Mj = f
−1∂tjf . Moreover, it
follows from this representation that the quantities tr(L(x, z))j are preserved by the flows and
thereby can produce, in principle, Poison commuting integrals of motion. In what follows we
will construct L in a such way that that tr(L(x, z))j being expanded in the basis of meromorphic
functions on Σg become commuting integrals.
As we mentioned above, it is reasonable to consider two integrable systems to be equivalent
if their Lax matrices are related by a non-degenerate gauge transformation.
The gauge invariance of the Lax matrices allows one to define the spectral curve
C = {(λ ∈ C , z ∈ Σ) | det(λ− L(x, z)) = 0} . (2.8)
The Jacobian of C [20] is an abelian variety of dimension g, where g is the genus of C. If
g = n = 12 dim R then J plays the role of the Liouville torus and the system is algebraically
integrable. In generic cases g > n and to prove algebraic integrability one should find additional
reductions of the Jacobians, leading to abelian spaces of dimension n.
3 Holomorphic bundles over Riemann surfaces
3.1 Global description of holomorphic bundles
Consider a Riemann surface Σg of genus g. Let π1(Σg) be a fundamental group of Σg. It has 2g
generators {aα, bα} , corresponding to the fundamental cycles of Σg with the relation
g∏
α=1
[bα, aα] = 1 , (3.1)
where [bα, aα] = bαaαb
−1
α a
−1
α is the group commutator.
Consider a finite-dimensional representation π of a simple complex Lie group G in a space
V . Let EG is a principle G-bundle over Σg. We define a holomorphic G-bundle E = EG ×G V
over Σg using π1(Σg). The bundle E has the space of sections Γ(E) = {s}, where s takes values
in V . Let ρ be a representation of π1 in V such that ρ(π1) ⊂ π(G). The bundle E is defined by
transition matrices of its sections around the fundamental cycles. Let z ∈ Σg be a fixed point.
Then
s(aαz) = ρ(aα)s(z) , s(bβz) = ρ(bβ)s(z) . (3.2)
Thus, the sections are defined by their quasi-periodicities on the fundamental cycles. Due to
(3.1) we have
g∏
α=1
[ρ(bα), ρ(aα)] = Id . (3.3)
TheG-bundles described in this way are topologically trivial. To consider less trivial situation
one should consider G-bundles where G has a non-trivial center. Centers of simple Lie groups are
finite abelian groups (see Table 1. in Appendix). Let G¯ be a complex simple simply-connected
Lie group. It can have a maximal nontrivial center. The centers are cyclic groups except
Spin4n(C). The factor group G
ad = G¯/Z(G¯) is the adjoint group. The most known example is
G¯=SL(2,C). Its compact form is SU(2) and the center is µ2 = Z/2Z generated by the diagonal
matrix diag(−1,−1). Gad =SU(2)/µ2 =SO(3).
The adjoint representations of G¯ and Gad coincide. In the cases An−1 , (n is a prime number),
Bn, Cn, E6 and E7 only G¯ and G
ad there are only G¯ and Gad two groups with the same Lie
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algebras. In the rest cases there exist intermediate groups Gad ⊂ G ⊂ G¯, since Z(G¯ has a
non-trivial subgroups and one can factorize G¯ with respect to these subgroups. Consider, for
example, G¯ = Spin4n(C). It has a non-trivial center
Z(Spin4n) = (µL2 × µR2 ) , µ2 = Z/2Z , (3.4)
where three subgroups can be described in terms of their generators as
µL2 = {(1, 1) , (−1, 1)} , µR2 = {(1, 1) , (1,−1)} , µdiag2 = {(1, 1) , (−1,−1)} .
Therefore there are three intermediate subgroups between G¯ = Spin4n(C) and G
ad
Spin4n
ւ ↓ ց
SpinR4n = Spin4n/Γ
L SO(4n) = Spin4n/Γ
diag SpinL4n = Spin4n/Γ
R
ց ↓ ւ
Gad = SO(4n)/(µL2 × µR2 )
(3.5)
Assume now that G has a non-trivial center Z(G). Let ζ ∈ Z(G). Replace (3.3) by
g∏
α=1
[ρ(bα), ρ(aα)] = ζ . (3.6)
Then the pairs (ρˆ(aα), ρˆ(bβ)), satisfying (3.6) cannot describe transition matrices of G-bundle,
but can serve as transition matrices of Gad = G/Z(G)-bundle. The bundle E in this case is
topologically non-trivial and ζ is called the characteristic class c(E) of E. 1
For Spin4n bundles c(E) = ζ in (3.6) can be chosen as elements from three subgroups µ
L,
µR, or µdiag. Then they give rise to three characteristic classes that are obstructions to lift
SpinR4n, Spin
L
4n and SO(4n) bundles to Spin4n (see (3.5)). The latter obstruction is related to
the Stiefel-Whitney characteristic class [19].
The transition matrices can be deformed without breaking (3.3) or (3.6). Among these
deformations are the gauge transformations
ρ(aα)→ f−1ρ(aα)f , ρ(bβ)→ f−1ρ(bβ)f .
The moduli space of holomorphic bundles Mg are the space of deformations defined up to the
gauge transformations. Its dimension is independent on the characteristic class and is equal
dim (Mg) = (g − 1) dim (G) . (3.7)
It means that the nonempty moduli spaces arise for the holomorphic bundles over surfaces of
genus g > 1.
To include in the construction the surfaces with g = 0, 1 consider a Riemann surface with n
marked points and attribute E with a special structure at the marked points. Let B be a Borel
subgroup of G. We assume that the gauge transformation f preserves the flag variety Fl = G/B
(see Appendix). It means that f ∈ B at the marked points. It follows from (A.10) that
dim (Mg,n) = (g − 1) dim (G) + n dim (Fl) = (g − 1) dim (G) + n
l∑
j=1
(dj − 1) . (3.8)
1Strictly speaking the characteristic class is element of the cohomology H2(Σg ,Z(G)). But in fact
H2(Σg ,Z(G)) = Z(G).
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In the important for applications case g = 1, n = 1 dim (Mg,1) = dim (Fl).
Holomorphic sections can be described in another terms by a connection dA¯ = ∂¯+A¯. Assume
that A¯ has the quasi-periodicities
dA¯(aαz) = ρ
−1(aα)dA¯(z)ρ(aα) , dA¯(bβz) = ρ
−1(bβ)dA¯(z)ρ(bβ) . (3.9)
The holomorphic sections are those that are annihilated by dA¯
dA¯s = 0 . (3.10)
3.2 Local description of holomorphic bundles and modification.
There exists another description of a holomorphic bundles over Σg, described, for example, in
[21]. Let w0 be a fixed point on Σg and Dw0 (D
×
w0
) be a disc (punctured disc) with a center w0
with a local coordinate z. Consider a G-bundle E = EG ×G V over Σg. It can be trivialized
over D and over Σg \ w0. These two trivializations are related by a G transformation π(g),
holomorphic in D×w0 , where Dw0 and Σg \ w0 overlap. If we consider another trivialization over
D then g is multiplied from the right by h ∈ G. Likewise, a trivialization over Σg \ w0 is
determined up to the multiplication on the left g → hg , where h ∈ G is holomorphic on Σg \w0.
Thus, the set of isomorphism classes G-bundles are described as a double-coset
G(Σg \ w0) \G(D×w0)/G(Dw0) , (3.11)
where G(U) denotes the group of G-valued holomorphic functions on U .
To define a G-bundle over Σg the transition matrix g should have a trivial monodromy
around w0 g(ze
2πi) = g(z) on the punctured disc D×w0 . But if the monodromy is nontrivial
g(ze2πi) = ζg(z) , ζ ∈ Z(G) ,
then g(z) is not a transition matrix. But it can be considered as a transition matrix for the
Gad-bundle, since in the group Gad the center does not act. This relation is similar to (3.6).
Our aim is to construct a new bundle E˜ with a non-trivial characteristic from E. This
procedure is called a modification of bundle E. Smooth gauge transformations cannot change
a topological type of bundles. The modification is defined by a singular gauge transformation
at some point, say w0. Since it is a local transformation we replace Σg by a sphere Σ0 = CP
1,
where w0 corresponds to the point z = 0 on CP
1. Since z is local coordinate, we can replace
G(Σg \ w0) in (3.11) by the group G(C((z))). It is the group of Laurent series with G valued
coefficients. Similarly, G(Dw0) is replaced on G(C[[z]]). It is a power series. It is clear from this
description of the moduli space of bundles over CP 1 that it is a finite dimensional space.
Transform g(z) by multiplication from the right on h(z) g(z) → g(z)h(z) that singular at
z = 0. It is the singular gauge transformation mentioned above. Due to definition of g(z), h(z)
is defined up to the multiplication from the right on f(z) ∈ G(C[[z]]). On the other hand, since
g(z) is defined up to the multiplication from the right on element G(C[[z]]), h(z) is element of
the double coset
G(C[[z]]) \G(C((z)))/G(C[[z]]) .
In particular h(z) is defined up to conjugation. It means that as a representative of this double
coset one can take a co-character (A.21) h(z) ∈ t(G).
g(z)→ g(z)zγ , (zγ = e(ln (z)γ)) , (3.12)
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where γ belongs to the coweight lattice (γ = (m1,m2, . . . ,ml) ∈ P∨) (A.5). The monodromy
of zγ is an element of Z(G¯) (A.24). In this way we come to a new bundle E˜ with a non-
trivial characteristic class. The bundle E˜ is called the modified bundle. It is defined by the new
transition matrix (3.12). If γ ∈ Q∨ then ζ = 1 and the modified bundle is trivial.
This transformation of the bundle E corresponds to transformations of its sections E˜
Γ(E)
Ξ(γ)−→Γ(E˜) , (Ξ(γ) ∼ π(zm1 , zm2 . . . zml)) . (3.13)
We call this modification of type γ = (m1,m2, . . . ,ml). Another name of the modification is
the Hecke transformation. Usually the algebra of functions on double coset of type K \ G/K
is called a Hecke algebra. The case G = SL(2,Q) and K = SL(2,Z) leads to the abstract ring
of Hecke operators in the theory of modular forms, which gave the name to Hecke algebras in
general. In field-theoretical terms the Hecke transformation corresponds to the t’Hooft operator,
generating by monopoles (see below).
Consider the action of modification on sections (3.13) in more details. Choose a Cartan
subalgebra H in g and the corresponding weight basis (|ν1〉, . . . , |νM 〉) in V (M = dim (V )). It
means that for x ∈ H π(x)|νj〉 = 〈x, νj〉|νj〉. The weights belong to the weight diagram defined
by the highest weight ν ∈ P of π
νj = ν −
∑
αm∈Π
cmj αm , c
k
j ∈ Z , ckj ≥ 0 . (3.14)
Let us choose a trivialization of E over D by fixing this basis. Thereby, the bundle E over D
is represented by a sum of N line bundles L1 ⊕L2 ⊕ . . .⊕LM . Cartan subgroup H acts in this
basis in a diagonal way: for s = (|ν1〉, . . . , |νM 〉)
π(h) : |νj〉 → e〈x, νj〉|νj〉 , h = e (x) , x ∈ H , (e(x) = exp (2πix)) .
Assume for simplicity that in (3.12) g(z) = 1. Then the modification transformation (3.13) of
the sections assumes the form
Ξ(γ) : |νj〉 → z〈γ,νj〉|νj〉 , j = 1, . . . ,M . (3.15)
It means that away from the point z = 0 where the transformations are singular sections of E˜
is the same as E. But near z = 0 they are singular with the leading terms |νj〉 ∼ cjz−〈γ,νj〉.
It sufficient to consider the case when γ = ̟∨i is a fundamental coweight and π is a funda-
mental representation ν = ̟k. Then from (3.14) we have
z〈γ,νj〉 = z〈̟
∨
i ,̟k−
P
αm∈Π
cmj αm〉 .
The weight ̟k can be expanded in the basis of simple roots ̟k =
∑
k Akmαm, where Ajk is
the inverse Cartan matrix (Ajkaki = δji). Its matrix elements are rational numbers with the
denominator N = ord (Z). Then from (A.5)
z〈γ,νj〉 = zAik−c
i
j , cij ∈ Z .
It implies that the modification can produce a non-trivial branching of sections z〈γ,νj〉 ∼ zAik
if Aik is non-integer. Note, that the branching does not happen for G
ad-bundles, because the
corresponding weights νj belong to the root lattice Q and thereby 〈γ, νj〉 ∈ Z.
It is possible to go around the branching by multiplying the sections on a scalar matrix of the
form diag(z−Aik , . . . , z−Aik). This matrix no longer belongs to the representation of G¯, because
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it has the determinant z−MAik (M = dim V ). It can be checked that in particular cases that
MAik is an integer number, though I don’t know how to prove it in general case.
If G = SL(N,C) the scalar matrix belongs to GL(N,C). Thereby, after this transformation
we come to a GL(N,C)-bundle. But this bundle is topologically non-trivial, because it has
a non-trivial degree of its determinant bundle. In this way the characteristic classes for the
SL(N,C)-bundles are related to another topological characteristic, namely to degrees of the
GL(N,C)-bundles.
It is possible to construct an analog of GL(N,C) for other simple groups [24]. We call them
the conformal versions of simple groups, since they can be described as groups preserving some
forms up to dilatations, likewise GL(N,C) preserve the volume form in CN up to multiplications.
In [24] we describe also interrelations between the characteristic classes for simple groups and
degrees of the related determinant bundles of their conformal versions.
4 Higgs bundles and integrable systems.
The Higgs field Φ is an element of Ω0(Σg, ad(E) ⊗KΣ), where KΣ is the canonical line bundle
of Σg. It means that locally Φ is represented in the form Φ(z, z¯)dz, where Φ takes value in the
adjoint representation of g. Assume that Φ satisfies (3.9). The pair
RH = (Φ, dA¯) (4.1)
is called the Higgs G-bundle over Σg.
The fields (Φ, dA¯) are coordinates in the infinite dimensional cotangent bundle T
∗{E} to the
space of holomorphic bundles {E} defined by dA¯. The Higgs field plays the role of the cotangent
vector.
The Killing form ( , ) in g equips RH with the symplectic form
Ω =
∫
Σg
(δΦ ∧ δA¯) . (4.2)
It is a canonical symplectic form on the cotangent bundle RH .
Introduce a complex structure in the infinite-dimensional space RH . The fields Φ and A¯ are
holomorphic coordinates in this structure. Then Ω is the (2, 0)-form in this structure, what we
need for the algebraic integrability.
The form (4.2) is invariant with respect to the gauge transformations G
Φ→ Φf = f−1Φf , A¯→ A¯f = f−1A¯f + f−1A¯f . (4.3)
Their infinitesimal form
δǫA¯ = ∂¯ǫ+ [A¯, ǫ] , δǫΦ = [Φ, ǫ] , ǫ ∈ Lie(G) .
is generating by an analog of the Gauss law. Namely, it is easy to check that
δǫA¯ = {Υ, A¯} , δǫΦ = {Υ,Φ} , Υ =
∫
Σg
(ǫ, dA¯Φ) ,
where { , } is the Darboux brackets in RH , inverse to Ω. Putting
dA¯Φ = 0 (4.4)
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we impose the first class constraints. In a general setting the Gauss law is called the moment
constraints. The operator dA¯ defines a complex structure on E and (4.4) means that Φ is a
holomorphic section of ad(E)⊗KΣ (3.10).
Along with a gauge fixing constraints, the moment constraints form the second class con-
straints. Physical degrees of freedom (the moduli space of the Higgs bundles) are defined as
RH(Σg)/(Gauss law) + (gauge fixing) = (dA¯Φ = 0)/G = RH(Σg)//G .
The quotient space with respect to these constraints is called the symplectic quotient. We call
it the moduli space of Higgs bundles
T ∗Mg = RH(Σg)//G . (4.5)
This symplectic quotient space is finite-dimensional
dim (T ∗Mg) = 2(g − 1) dim (G) .
Its dimension is twice of dimension of Mg (3.7).
4.1 Higgs bundles on Riemann surfaces with marked points
To deal with a sphere g = 0 and a torus g = 1 consider Riemann surfaces with marked points.
Let Σg,n be a Riemann surface of genus g with n marked points. Attribute coadjoint orbits Oa
to the marked point za (a = 1, . . . n). The space
RH = {(A¯ ,Φ ,Oa , a = 1, . . . n) (4.6)
is symplectic with the form
Ω +
n∑
a=1
ωa ,
where ωa is the symplectic form on Oa (2.2). It is possible to introduce local holomorphic
coordinates on the coadjoint orbits. We do not need in their description.
The gauge transformations (4.3) should be completed by
Sa → Sfa = f−1(za, z¯a)Saf(za, z¯a) .
It can be find that the moment constraints in this case take the form
dA¯Φ =
∑
a
Saδ(za) , Sa ∈ Oa , (4.7)
where de(za) is the delta-function with support at za. In other words Φ is a meromorphic section
of EndE ⊗K with simple poles
ResΦ|z=za = Sa .
Dimension of the symplectic quotient in this case is
dim (T ∗Mg,n) = 2(g − 1) dim (G) +
n∑
a=1
dim (Oa) = (2(g − 1) + n) dim (G)− nl , (4.8)
where l = rankG.
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4.2 Hitchin integrable systems
Since T ∗Mg,n is a result of symplectic reduction it is a symplectic manifold. The corresponding
Poisson brackets are Dirac brackets [23] obtained from the canonical brackets on RH . To
construct an integrable hierarchy one should find N = 12 dim (T
∗Mg,n) independent Poisson
commuting Hamiltonians. They are constructed from invariant polynomials on g making from
the Higgs field [4]. The invariant polynomials have the form tr(Φdj ) (j = 1, . . . , l) where dj are
degree of invariants of g. For D2k there are two invariants of order k. In addition to tr(Φ
k) it
is the pfaffian of Φ. The polynomials are (dj , 0)-forms (Φ
dj ) ∈ Ω(dj ,0)(Σg,n) with holomorphic
poles of order dj and less at the marked points. To construct Hamiltonians one should integrate
them over Σg,n. For this purpose one should prepare (1, 1)-forms from the (dj , 0)-forms. It can
be done by smooth (1 − dj , 1)-differentials vanishing at the marked points. Locally, they are
represented as µj = µj(z, z¯)
(
∂
∂z
)j−1 ⊗ dz¯. In other words µj are (0, 1)-forms taking values in j
degree T ⊗j of vector fields on Σg,n. For example, µ2 is the Beltrami differential. The product
(Φj)µj can be integrated over the surface.
The space Ω(1−dj ,1)(Σg,n) of (1 − dj , 1)-differentials is infinite-dimensional. We identify its
elements by diffeomorphisms of Σg,n. To construct Hamiltonians one can take elements of the
quotient of Ω(1−dj ,1)(Σg,n) with respect to this action. It is a finite-dimensional space with a
local description as the cohomology space H1(Σg,n,T ⊗dj−1) of Σg,n with coefficients in tensor
degrees of vector fields T on Σg,n. This space has dimension
nj = dimH
1(Σg,n,T ⊗(j−1)) = (2dj − 1)(g − 1) + (dj − 1)n . (4.9)
Let µj,k be a basis in H
1(Σg,n,T ⊗(j−1)) , (k = 1, . . . , nj). The integrals
Ij,k =
1
dj
∫
Σg,n
µj,k(Φ
dj ) , j = 1, . . . l . (4.10)
define Poisson commuting Hamiltonians.
It follows from (4.9), (A.7) and (A.12) that the number of integrals is equal to
l∑
j=1
nj = (g − 1)
l∑
j=1
(2dj − 1) + n
l∑
j=1
(dj − 1) = (g − 1) dim G+ 1
2
n dimO .
It is the dimension of the moduli space of holomorphic bundles Mg,n (3.8). It is equal to the
half of dim (MH(Σg,n)) (4.8) for generic orbits at all marked points.
The Hamiltonians Ij,k define a free motion on RH
∂j,kΦ = {Ij,k,Φ} = 0 , ∂j,kA¯ = {Ij,k, A¯} = Φj−1µj,k . (4.11)
These equations being trivial on RH become meaningful on T ∗Mg,n and define integrable hier-
archies.
Since dA¯fΦ
f = f−1(dA¯Φ)f and f vanishes at the marked points, to describe T
∗Mg,n it is
possible first to fix a gauge and then to solve the moment constraint equation. Let us choose a
gauge A¯0 = f
−1A¯f + f−1A¯f . Then by the same gauge transformation define the transformed
Higgs field 2
L = f−1Φf . (4.12)
2Generically, f is defined up to residual gauge transformations. We will not stop here on this point.
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It follows from the first equation (4.11) that L is the Lax operator
∂j,kL = [L,Mj,k] , Mj,k = f
−1∂j,kf . (4.13)
The form of the M-operator can be extracted from the second equation in (4.11). In terms of
the Lax operator (4.7) assumes the form
dA¯0L =
∑
a
Saδ(za) . (4.14)
Here we keep the notation Sa for the gauge transformed elements. Then the moduli space of
the Higgs bundles MH(Σg) coincides with the space of solutions of this equation. The Lax
operator is a meromorphic section of adjoint bundle, specified by its monodromies (3.2). They
can satisfy (3.3) or (3.6). Therefore L depends on the moduli of bundles and on residues Sa of its
poles. In a concrete interpretation Sa are identified with spin variables, while local coordinates
on the moduli space Mg,n play the role of coordinates of particles. Their momenta are moduli
of solutions of (4.14).
It can be proved that the Hamiltonians (4.10) being restricted on T ∗Mg,n
Ij,k =
1
dj
∫
Σg,n
µj,k(L
dj )
continue to Poisson commute. Thus, we come to completely integrable systems. The set B =
{Ij,k} forms the base of the fibration (2.5). To prove algebraic integrability one should construct
the Liouville fibres related to the spectral curve
C(λ, z) = 0 , C(λ, z) = det(λ− L(z)) .
For curves without marked points it was done in [4, 22].
4.3 Symplectic Hecke Correspondence
Consider two Higgs bundles (E,Φ) and (E˜, Φ˜), where E˜ is the Ξ modification of E of type γ
(3.15). The modification acts on the Higgs bundles as
(E,Φ)
Ξ→ (E˜, Φ˜) ,
ΞΦ = Φ˜Ξ , Ξ˜¯A = ∂¯Ξ + A¯Ξ . (4.15)
We call this transformation the Symplectic Hecke Correspondence of the Higgs bundles, since it
is a symplectomorphism of two Higgs bundles with symplectic forms (4.2).
The Higgs fields Φ and Φ˜ should be holomorphic with prescribed simple poles at the marked
points. The holomorphity of the Higgs field put restrictions on its form. Decompose Φ and Φ˜
in the Chevalley basis (A.6), (A.8)
Φ(z) = ΦH(z) +
∑
α∈R
Φα(z)Eα , Φ˜(z) = Φ˜H(z) +
∑
α∈R
Φ˜α(z)Eα .
Expand α in the basis of simple roots (A.2) α =
∑l
j=1 n
α
j αj and γ in the basis of fundamental
coweights γ =
∑l
j=1mj̟
∨
j , such that 〈γ, αj〉 ≥ 0 for simple αj. 3 Then 〈γ, α〉 =
∑l
j=1mjn
α
j is
an integer number. From (4.15) and (A.9) we find
Φ˜H(z) = ΦH(z) , Φ˜α(z) = z
〈γ,α〉Φα(z) . (4.16)
3Such weights are called the dominant weights.
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In a neighborhood of z = 0 Φ(z) should have the form
Φα(z) = a〈γ,α〉z
−〈γ,α〉 + a〈γ,α〉+1z
−〈γ,α〉+1 + . . . , (α ∈ R−) ,
otherwise the transformed field becomes singular. It means that a modification of a Higgs bundle
in a point z0 of Σ is not arbitrary, but depends on the local behavior of the Higgs field (the Lax
operator). Thus, there are
∑
α∈R+〈γ, α〉 constraints on the Higgs field.
4.4 Examples
For elliptic curves g = 1 solutions of (3.6) can be found explicitly [24]. We identify Σ1 with
the quotient C/(τZ + Z), where τ is the modular parameter (Im τ > 0). It allowed us to
define the Lax matrices and in this way the Hamiltonians for any Lie algebra and an arbitrary
characteristic class. Consider, for simplicity, an elliptic curve with one marked point. If the
characteristic class is trivial, then the corresponding integrable system is well known. It is the
elliptic Calogero-Moser system with spin. The system describe l =rank(G) particles and dim (O)
”spin” variables subjected to 2l constraints The phase space of the system is
(v,u) ∈ T ∗H , S˜ ∈ O//H ,
where u = (u1, u2, . . . , ul) are coordinates of particles, v = (v1, v2, . . . , vl) - their momenta. As
for the symplectic quotient O//H it is described by the local coordinates S ∈ g∗, subject to the
moment constraints S˜|H = 0 with respect to the conjugation of O by the Cartan subgroup H,
and the gauge fixing constraints S˜α = 1 for simple roots α ∈ Π.
The phase space has the following interpretation in terms of Higgs bundles. The spin vari-
ables S˜ are residue of the Higgs field satisfying the just mentioned constraints. The coordinate
variables u describe the moduli space of the bundle, while their momenta parameterize solutions
of the moment constraint equation (4.14). Note that for the trivial characteristic class u ∈ H.
The Hamiltonian takes the form
HCM =
1
2
(v,v) +
∑
α∈R+
S˜αS˜−α℘(u, α) .
Here ℘(x) is the Weierschtrass function. It is a double-periodic meromorphic function in the
fundamental domain (1, τ).
For nontrivial characteristic classes the phase space has the same dimension, since we the
corresponding systems are symplectomorphic, but it has a different structure. The phase space
is described in [24]. There exists a correspondence between an element of the center ζ of G and
a Cartan subgroup Hζ ⊂ H. It is described in the following way. There are two fundamental
cycles for g = 1 a ∼ 1, b ∼ τ . The solutions of (3.6) can be taken in the form ρ1 ∈ H and
ρτ as a special Weyl transform, that defines a symmetry of the extended Dynkin diagram.
Then the subgroup Hζ is the invariant Cartan subgroup ρτhρ−1τ = h for h ∈ Hζ . The moduli
space of holomorphic bundles over Στ with characteristic class ζ are elements of the Cartan Lie
subalgebra Hζ = Lie(Hζ). The configuration space of particles is a subset C of Hζ . Then the
phase space takes the following form
(v,u) ∈ T ∗C , S˜ ∈ O//Hζ .
Let R˜ = R ∩ Hζ ⊂ R be a subsystem of roots and HCMR˜ be the corresponding Calogero-Moser
Hamiltonian. We call the subgroup G˜ ⊂ G generated by R˜ the unbroken subgroup, because the
whole Hamiltonian Hζ has the form
Hζ = H
CM
R˜
+ H˜ ,
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where H˜ has the form of interacting tops. It is too long to write it here explicitly. Detail can
be found in [24].
For example, for G = SL(N,C) and ζ = diag(exp 2πiN−1
N
, exp −2πi 1
N
, . . . , exp −2πi 1
N
)
generates the center µN of SL(N,C). The transition matrices, satisfying (3.6) are the t’Hooft
matrices
ρ1 = diag(1 , ω , . . . , ω
N−1) , (ρτ )jk = δj,k−1 , (modN) , ω = exp 2πi
1
N
, .
It easy to find that the moduli space is empty in this case. 4 Hζ = H˜ is the Hamiltonian of
the so-called elliptic top. For N = 2 it is the standard Euler top. As it was explained above,
the systems with different characteristic classes are symplectomorphic. The symplectic Hecke
correspondence between the SL(N,C) elliptic Calogero-Moser system and the elliptic top was
constructed in [13].
Another example is the group E6 with the center µ3. In this case R˜ = RG2 . The unbroken
subgroup is G2. Thus, instead of six interacting E6 particles only two survive and we come to
the Hamiltonian
Hζ = H
CM
G2
+ H˜ .
Again the E6 elliptic Calogero-Moser system and the last system are symplectomorphic.
For the group Spin4n we obtained four types of integrable systems related to to the scheme
(3.5).
5 Monodromy preserving equations
There exist a wide class of Hamiltonian systems related to integrable systems. They are described
in terms of the Isomonodromy problem defined for a linear matrix equations on Σg,n. The
corresponding nonlinear equations are the monodromy preserving conditions. They are equations
of motion for non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems. We will see that they share some common
features with the Hitchin integrable systems. The most familiar examples are the Painleve´
equations and the Schlesinger system. It turns out that integrable systems is a sort of quasi-
classical limit of these non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems (Section 5.3).
5.1 Flat bundles and deformed complex structures
Let (z, z¯) be local coordinates on Σg,n and ∂z + Az, ∂z¯ + Az¯ are corresponding component of
connection in the introduced before bundle E. Consider the space of connections completed as
before by coadjoint orbits at the marked points
R = {Az , Az¯ , Oa , a = 1, . . . , n} . (5.1)
It can be equipped with the symplectic form
Ω = ΩA +
n∑
a=1
ωa , Ω
A =
∫
Σg
(δ(Az) ∧ δ(Az¯)) . (5.2)
The form ΩA is independent on the complex structure (z, z¯) and can be rewritten as
ΩA =
∫
Σg
(δ(A) ∧ δ(A)) . (5.3)
4This happens only for G = SL(N,C). For other groups the moduli spaces are non-empty. For this reason the
so-called non-dynamical R-matrices exist only for SL(N,C).
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To describe a nontrivial dynamical systems deform ∂z¯ by mixing it with ∂z as ∂z¯ + µ∂z, where
µ ∈ Ω(−1,1)(Σg,n) is the defined above Beltrami differential on Σg,n. The Beltrami differential
can be defined in terms of local substitution of coordinates
w = z − ǫ(z, z¯) , w¯ = z¯ − ǫ(z, z¯) .
Then for small ǫ µ = ∂z¯ǫ. We consider the Beltrami differential to be equivalent to zero if ǫ
is continued to a global diffeomorphism of Σg,n. The equivalence relations in Ω
(−1,1)(Σg,n) is
the moduli space of complex structures on Σg,n. The tangent space to the moduli space is the
Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n ∼ H1(Σg,n, TΣg,n). We have found the dimension of this space (see (4.9)
for dj = 2)
d = dim Tg,n = 3(g − 1) + n. (5.4)
If (µ01, . . . , µ
0
l ) is the basis in the vector space H
1(Σg,n, TΣg,n), then
µ =
d∑
s=1
tsµ
0
s . (5.5)
In this construction it is convenient to deform ∂z¯ and do not touch ∂z. To this end we use
non-holomorphic substitution
w = z − ǫ(z, z¯), w¯ = z¯ .
Then we come to connections
∂z +Az , ∂z¯ + µ∂z +Az¯
and ΩA in (5.2) is replaced on
ΩA =
∫
Σg
(δ(Az) ∧ δ(Az¯ − µAz)) =
∫
Σg
(δ(Az) ∧ δ(Az¯))− (Azδ(Az)) ∧ δµ .
The second term is interpreted as δH ∧ δt, where the Hamiltonian H is defined below (5.7).
Thus, µ corresponds to time variables. Taking into account (5.5) rewrite the symplectic form
on R as the Cartan-Poincare´ invariant [17]
Ω =
∫
Σg
(δ(Az) ∧ δ(Az¯)) +
n∑
a=1
ωa − (Azδ(Az)) ∧
l∑
s=1
δtsµ
0
s = Ω0 −
l∑
s=1
δHs ∧ δts , (5.6)
where
Ω0 =
∫
Σg,n
(δ(Az) ∧ δ(Az¯)) +
n∑
a=1
ωa , Hs =
1
2
∫
Σg,n
(Az,Az)µ0s . (5.7)
The form is defined on the bundle P → Tg,n over the Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n with fibers R (5.1).
The form Ω is degenerated on d = dim Tg,n vector fields Ds: (Ω(Ds, ·) = 0)
Ds = ∂s +
∫
Σg,n
(Az δ
δAz¯ )µ
0
s = ∂s + {Hs, }Ω0 , (∂s = ∂ts) .
Here the Poisson brackets are inverse to the non-degenerate form Ω0 on the fibers. The vector
fields Ds define the equations of motion for any function f(Az,Az¯,Sa, µ) on P
df
dts
= ∂tsf + {Hs, f}Ω0 .
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In particular,
∂sAz = 0 , ∂sAz¯ = Azµ0s , ∂sSa = 0 , (5.8)
and therefore again we come to a free motion
Az(µ) = A0z, Az¯(µ) = A0z¯ + µA0z .
In addition, there are the consistency conditions for the Hamiltonians
∂sHr − ∂rHs + {Hr,Hs}Ω0 = 0 . (5.9)
Let Ψ be a fundamental solution of the linear system (Ψ ∈ Ω(0)(Σg,n,AutE))

1. [∂z +Az,Ψ] = 0 ,
2. [∂z¯ +
∑l
s=1 tsµ
0
s∂z +Az¯,Ψ] = 0 ,
3. ∂sΨ = 0 .
(5.10)
The monodromy Y of Ψ is the transformation
Ψ→ ΨY, Y ∈ Rep(π1(Σg,n)→ G).
The equation 3. (5.10) means that the monodromy is independent on the times. The equations
of motion (5.8) for A and A¯ are the consistency conditions 1., 3., and 2.,3. correspondingly. The
consistency condition of 1. and 2. is the flatness constraints
(∂z¯ + µ∂z)Az − ∂zAz¯ + [Az,Az¯] =
∑
a
Saδ(za) . (5.11)
Similar to (4.7), the flatness is broken at the marked points.
5.2 Moduli space
The form Ω (5.6) is invariant under the gauge transformations
Az → Afz = f−1∂zf + f−1Azf , Az¯ → Afz¯ = f−1(∂z¯ + µ∂z)f + f−1Az¯f , (5.12)
Sa → Sfa = f−1(za, z¯a)Saf(za, z¯a) .
They are generated by the flatness constraints (5.11).
Up to now the equations of motion, and the linear problem are trivial. The meaningful
equations arise after the gauge fixing with respect to (5.12). The set of the gauge orbits on the
constraint surface (5.11) is the moduli space of flat connections. By neglecting some non-generic
configurations we come to the moduli space of flat bundles
Mflatg,n = (5.11)/G = R//G. (5.13)
Let us fix Az¯ = L¯:
L¯ = f−1(∂z¯ + µ∂z)f + f
−1Az¯f. (5.14)
Then the dual field
L = f−1∂f + f−1Azf (5.15)
can be found from the moment equation (5.11)
(∂z¯ + µ∂z)L− ∂zL¯+ [L¯, L] =
n∑
a=1
Saδ(xa). (5.16)
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We preserve the notion Sa for the gauge transformed element of Oa. Here L and L¯ are connec-
tions satisfying the quasi-periodicity conditions (3.2).
The gauge fixing (5.14) and the moment constraint (5.16) kill almost all degrees of freedom.
The fibers {L, L¯,Sa} become finite-dimensional, as well as the bundle Pred = (Mflatg,n ,Tg,n):
dim Pred = (2dim G+ 3)(g − 1) + (dim O + 1)n . (5.17)
On Pred we have
Ω0 =
∫
Σg,n
(δL ∧ dL¯) +
n∑
a=1
ωa , Hs = Hs(L) =
1
2
∫
Σg,n
(L2)µ0s . (5.18)
But now, due to (5.16), the system is no long free because L depends on L¯, Sa. Moreover,
because L depends explicitly on µ, the system (5.18) is non-autonomous.
Let Ms = f
−1∂sf . Then the equations of motion (5.8) on MH(Σg,n) take the form
∂sL− ∂zMs + [Ms, L] = 0, s = 1, . . . , l , (5.19)
where Ms is a solution of the equation
(∂z¯ + ∂zµ)Ms − [Ms, L¯] = ∂sL¯− Lµ0s . (5.20)
The equations (5.19) are the analog of the Lax equations (4.13). The essential difference is the
presence of the operator ∂z with respect to the spectral parameter.
These equations reproduce the Schlesinger system, Elliptic Schlesinger system, multi-component
generalization of the Painleve´ VI equation [10, 25]. The equations (5.19), (5.20) along with (5.16)
are consistency conditions for the linear system

1. [∂ + L,Ψ = 0] ,
2. [∂¯ +
∑
s tsµ
0
s∂ + L¯,Ψ = 0] ,
3. [∂s +Ms,Ψ] = 0 , (s = 1, . . . , l) .
(5.21)
The equations 3. provides the isomonodromy property of the system 2., 3. with respect to
variations of the times ts. For this reason we call the nonlinear equations (5.19) the Hierarchy
of the Isomonodromic Deformations.
The Symplectic Hecke Correspondence can be applied to the monodromy preserving equa-
tions in a similar way as for the Hitchin systems. It allowed us to identify different descriptions
of the Painleve´ VI equation [13, 26].
5.3 Scaling limit.
Here we point out an interrelation between Hitchin integrable systems and the monodromy
preserving equations. These interrelations were first observed at the beginning of the last century
by Garnier [28] and by Boutroux [29] and developed later in numerous works [30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35]. Here we describe them in a very simple form in ”the first approximation” following [10]. It
turns out that the Hitchin systems are a some sort of quasi-classical limit of the Isomonodromy
Problems. This is a sort of WKB ansatz considered in particular cases in [30, 33, 36]. The next
order is more complicated procedure [31, 34] leading to the so-called Whitham equations. We
do not need to discuss them here.
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Introduce an analog of the Planck constant κ and replace a holomorphic connection by
the P.Deligne κ-connection κ∂z + Az. Simultaneously, replace µ by µ/κ. Then we come to
connections
κ∂z +Az , ∂z¯ + µ∂z +Az¯ .
Consider the limit κ → 0. The symplectic form Ω (5.6) is singular in this limit. Let us
replace the times
ts → t0s + κtHs , (tHs − Hitchin times)
and assume that the times t0s, (s = 1, . . . , l) are fixed.
5 After this rescaling the form (5.6)
becomes regular. The rescaling procedure means that we blow up a neighborhood of the fixed
point µ(0) =
∑
s t
0
sµ
(0)
s in Tg,n and consider the system in this neighborhood. This fixed point
is defined by the complex coordinates
w0 = z −
∑
s
t0sǫs(z, z¯) , w¯0 = z¯ , (∂w¯0 = ∂¯ + µ(0)∂) , µ(0) =
∑
s
t0sµ
(0)
s . (5.22)
For κ = 0 the connection Az becomes the one-form Φ (the Higgs field) κ∂ + Az → Φ . Let
L0 = limκ→0 L, L¯
0 = limκ→0 L¯. Then we obtain the autonomous Hamiltonian systems with the
form
ΩH =
∫
Σg,n
(δL0 ∧ δL¯0) +
n∑
a=1
ωa
and the commuting, time-independent quadratic integrals
Hs =
1
2
∫
Σg,n
(L20)µ
(0)
s .
The phase space turns into the cotangent bundle to the moduli of stable holomorphic G-bundles
over Σg,n.
The corresponding set of linear equations has the following form.

1. (κ∂ + L)Ψ = 0 ,
2. (∂¯ +
∑
s tsµ
0
s∂ + L¯)Ψ = 0 ,
3. (∂tHs + κ∂t0s +Ms)Ψ = 0 , (s = 1, . . . , l) .
We consider the quasi-classical regime κ→ 0
Ψ = φ exp
S
κ
, (5.23)
where φ is a group-valued function and S is a scalar phase. To kill singularities we assume that
(∂¯ +
∑
s
tsµ
0
s∂)S = 0 ,
∂
∂tHs
S = 0 . (5.24)
In the quasi-classical limit we set
∂w0S = λ. (5.25)
Define the Baker-Akhiezer function
Y = φ exp
l∑
s=1
tHs
∂S
∂t0s
.
5In the approximation procedure the times are represented by the slow variables t0s and the fast variables t
H
s .
Here it is sufficient to fix t0s.
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Then instead of (5.21) we obtain in the limit κ→ 0

1. (λ+ L0)Y = 0 ,
2. (∂¯w¯0 + L¯
0)Y = 0 ,
3. (∂s +M
0
s )Y = 0, (s = 1, . . . , l) , (∂s = ∂tHs ) .
Note, that the consistency conditions for the first and the last equations are the standard Lax
equations
∂sL
0 + [M0s , L
0] = 0, (5.26)
while the consistency conditions for the first and the second equations is just the Hitchin equa-
tion, defining L0
∂w¯0L
0 + [L¯0, L0] = 2πi
n∑
a=1
δ(xa)pa. (5.27)
It follows from (5.26) that the resulting Hamiltonian system is completely integrable. The
commuting integrals are
Hs,l =
1
dj
∫
Σg,n
(L
dj
0 )µ
0
s,j, (j = 1, . . . , l).
The gauge properties of the Higgs field allows one to define the spectral curve
C : det(λ+ L) = 0
and the projection (2.5).
6 Gauge theory description
Here we present results of Hitchin [4]. In this paper he described two-dimensional reductions
of the self-duality equations in dimension four. We shall focus on the fact that there are two
descriptions of the moduli space of their solutions. They are the phase spaces of integrable
systems or the phase spaces of monodromy preserving equations, defined above.
6.1 2-d self-dual equations
Consider the self-duality equation in the Yang-Mills theory on R4 with coordinates x = (x0, x1, x2, x3)
with a gauge group Gc, where Gc is a simple compact Lie group
F = ⋆F . (6.1)
Here ⋆ is the Hodge operator and the curvature is a two-form F (A) ∈ Ω(2)(R4, gc) Fij = [∇i,∇j]
or F (A) = dA +A2 taking values in the Lie algebra gc. If x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) are coordinates
on R4 then (6.1) takes the form 

F01 = F23
F02 = F31
F03 = F12
(6.2)
Assume that Aj depend only on (x1, x2). This means that the fields are invariant under the
shifts in directions x0, x3. Then (A0, A3) become adjoint-valued one-forms which we denote as
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(φ1, φ2). They are called the Higgs fields.
6 The self-dual equations on the plane R2 = (x1, x2)
take the form
F12 = [φ1, φ2] , (6.3)
[∇1, φ1] = [φ2,∇2] , (6.4)
[∇1, φ2] = [∇2, φ1] . (6.5)
Introduce complex coordinates z = x1 + ix2 , z¯ = x1 − ix2 and let d′ = ∇z, d′′ = ∇z¯.
Consider the complexification{
Φz =
1
2(φ1 − iφ2)dz ∈ Ω(1,0)(R2, gc) ,
Φz¯ =
1
2(φ1 + iφ2)dz¯ ∈ Ω(0,1)(R2, gc) .{
Az =
1
2(A1 − iA2)
Az¯ =
1
2 (A1 + iA2) ,
In terms of fields
W = (A ,Az¯ ,Φz ,Φz¯) (6.6)
(6.3) – (6.5) can be rewritten in the coordinate invariant way:

1. F + [Φz,Φz¯] = 0 ,
2. dAz¯Φz = 0 ,
3. dAzΦz¯ = 0 ,
(6.7)
where [Φz,Φz¯] = ΦzΦz¯ +Φz¯Φz .
Equations (6.7) are conformal invariant and thereby can be defined on a complex curve Σg
with local coordinates (z, z¯). Let Ω(j,k)(Σg, gc) be (j, k)-forms on Σg taking values in ad(gc).
Then
Φz ∈ Ω(1,0)(Σg, gc) , Φz¯ ∈ Ω(0,1)(Σg, gc) ,
dAz¯ : Ω
(j,k)(Σg, gc)→ Ω(j,k+1)(Σg, gc) .
The self-duality equations (6.7) on Σg are called the Hitchin equations.
In fact, instead of (6.7) we will consider further a modified system

1. F − [Φz,Φz¯] = 0 ,
2. dAz¯Φz = 0 ,
3. dAzΦz¯ = 0 .
(6.8)
It comes from the self-duality on R4 with a metric of signature (2, 2).
6.2 The moduli space
The system (6.8) is invariant with respect to the gauge transformations
Gc = {f ∈ Ω0(Σg, Gc)} , (6.9)
Φz → f−1Φzf , Φz¯ → f−1Φz¯f , (6.10)
dAz¯ → f−1dAz¯f , dAz → f−1dAzf . (6.11)
6 The Higgs fields in particle physics are scalar fields, but not one-forms. In fact, (φ1, φ2) are the Higgs field
in the SUSY N = 4 Yang-Mills theory. They become one-forms after some topological twist [14].
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If (A ,Az¯ ,Φz ,Φz¯) are solutions of (6.8), then the transformed fields are also solutions. Define
the moduli space of solutions of (6.8) as a quotient under the gauge group action
MH(Σg) = solutions of (6.8)/Gc . (6.12)
Dimension of this space is
dim (MH(Σg)) = 2(g − 1) dim (Gc) . (6.13)
For generic configurations of the fields the space MH(Σg) has two equivalent description:
I) Consider the pair (Φ = Φz , A¯ = Az¯) taking values in the complex algebra g. Assume
that they satisfy the second equation in (6.9). The complex gauge group G = {f ∈ Ω0(Σg, G)}
transforms its solutions into another solutions. Taking the quotient of solutions with respect to
this action we come to the moduli space of the Higgs bundles, described in Section 4. It was
found in [5] (see, also, [14]) that for generic pairs (Φ , A¯)
MGcH (Σ) ∼ T ∗Mg (6.14)
II) Define the complex valued connection Az = Az+iΦz , Az¯ = Az¯−iΦz¯. The first equation
in (6.8) becomes the flatness condition for the curvature F = dA+A ∧A
F = 0 . (6.15)
Evidently, it is invariant under the action of the complex gauge group G. Then generic flat
bundles describe the Hitchin moduli space as the quotient
MGcH (Σg) ∼Mflatg = (F = 0)/G . (6.16)
This moduli space has been defined (5.13).
These two description is based on the hyperkahler structure of W (6.6) [5, 14]. It implies
an existence on W three complex structures I, J , K = IJ and three symplectic forms ΩI , ΩJ
and ΩK . They are (2, 0) forms in the corresponding complex structures. The first constructions
is based on symplectic reduction with respect to the form ΩI , which coincides with (4.2). The
second constructions is the result of symplectic reduction with respect to the form ΩJ (5.3).
As a result due to this procedure we identify the phase spaces of the Hitchin integrable sys-
tems and the monodromy preserving equations. In fact, these two moduli spaces are isomorphic
as real manifolds but not as complex manifolds.
7 Bogomolny equation
Here following [14] we interpret the modification in terms of monopole configurations. The
relevant monopole configurations are singular solutions of the Bogomolny equation. These con-
figurations of fields correspond to the t’Hooft operators in the underlying Yang-Mills theory.
The present treatment is based on our paper [37], where we considered the modifications for flat
bundles.
7.1 Definition
Let W = R × Σg. Consider a G bundle E over W equipped with the curvature F . We assume
that G is a complex group and E is an adjoint bundle. It implies that F takes values in the
complex Lie algebra g. Let φ be a zero form on W φ ∈ Ω0(W, g).
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The Bogomolny equation on W is a three-dimensional reduction of the self-duality equation
(6.2). It takes the form
F = ∗Dφ . (7.1)
Here ∗ is the Hodge operator on W with respect to the metric ds2 on W . In local coordinates
(z, z¯) on Σg,n and y on the real line ds
2 = h|dz|2 + dy2, where h(z, z¯)|dz|2 is a metric on Σg.
Then the Hodge operator is defined as
⋆dy =
1
2
ihdz ∧ dz¯ , ⋆ dz = −idz ∧ dy , ⋆ dz¯ = idz¯ ∧ dy ,
In local coordinates (7.1) takes the form

1. ∂zAz¯ − ∂z¯Az + [Az , Az¯] = ih(z,z¯)2 (∂yφ+ [Ay, φ]) ,
2. ∂yAz − ∂zAy + [Ay, Az] = i(∂zφ+ [Az , φ]) ,
3. ∂yAz¯ − ∂z¯Ay + [Ay, Az¯] = −i(∂z¯φ+ [Az¯, φ]) .
(7.2)
A singular monopole solution of this equation is obtained in the following way.
Let W˜ = (W \ ~x0 = (y = 0, z = z0)). The Bianchi identity DF = 0 on W˜ implies that φ can be
identified with the Green function for the operator ⋆D ⋆ D
⋆ D ⋆ Dφ = γδ(~x− ~x0) , γ ∈ H . (7.3)
We take γ =
∑l
j=1mj̟
∨
j from the coweight lattice P
∨ (A.5) as in the modification procedure
(3.12). We call the Green function a monopole with charges (m1,m2, . . . ,mn). We explain
below this choice of the coefficient in front of the delta-function. This equation means that φ is
singular at ~x0.
7.2 Boundary conditions and gauge symmetry
.
In what follows we assume that
lim
y→±∞
(∂yφ) = 0 . (7.4)
It is the Neumann boundary conditions for the Higgs field, while the gauge fields are unspecified.
Let E± be restrictions of E to the bundles over Σg on the ”left end” and ”right end” of W :
y → ±∞. These bundles are flat. This fact follows from 1.(7.2), where the gauge fixing Ay = 0
is assumed. The Bogomolny equation defines a transformation E− → E+. It was proved in [14]
that in absence of the source γ = 0 in (7.3) the only solutions of (7.1) with these boundary
conditions are F ≡ 0 , φ ≡ 0. In general, under the action of the source the characteristic classes
of bundles are changed under these transformations. We will find that it is the modification of
the type (m1,m2, . . . ,mn).
The system (7.2) is invariant with respect to the gauge group G action:
Az → hAzh−1 + ∂zhh−1 , Az¯ → hAz¯h−1 + ∂z¯hh−1 , Ay → hAyh−1 + ∂yhh−1
φ→ hφh−1 , (7.5)
where h ∈ G is a smooth map W → G. To preserve the r.h.s in (7.3) it should satisfy the
condition [h(~x0), γ] = 0.
Since the gauge fields for y = ±∞ are unspecified and only flat we can act on them by
boundary values of the gauge group G|y=±∞ = G±. Then M± = {E±}/G± = M±H(Σg,n) are
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the moduli spaces of flat bundles (see (5.13), (6.16)). In this way a monopole solution put in
a correspondence two moduli spaces M±H(Σg,n). But Bogomolny equation tells us more. It
describes an evolution from one type of system to another.
It is possible to generalize (7.3) and consider multi-monopole sources
∑
a γaδ(~x− ~x0a) in the
r.h.s. . This generalization will correspond to modifications in a few points of Σg,n.
7.3 Gauge fixing
Consider (7.2) on W˜ . Choose a gauge fixing conditions as: Az¯ = 0. Holomorphic in z functions
h = h(y, z) preserve this gauge. Then

−∂z¯Az = ig2 (∂yφ+ [Ay, φ]) ,
∂yAz − ∂zAy + [Az, Ay] = i(∂zφ+ [Az , φ]) ,
∂z¯Ay = i∂z¯φ .
(7.6)
The last equation means that Ay − iφ is holomorphic. It follows from (7.5) that the gauge
transformation of this function is
Ay − iφ→ h(Ay − iφ)h−1 + ∂yhh−1
Thus, we can keep Ay = iφ by using holomorphic and y-independent part of the gauge group
(∂yh = 0). Finally, we come to the system

1. ∂z¯Az = − ih2 ∂yφ ,
2. ∂yAz − 2i∂zφ+ 2i[Az , φ] = 0 ,
3. Ay = iφ ,
4. Az¯ = 0 .
(7.7)
Two upper equations from (7.7) lead to the Laplace type equation
∂2yφ+
4
h
(∂z∂z¯φ+ ∂z¯[Az, φ]) = 0 ,
or on W
∂2yφ+
4
h
(∂z∂z¯φ+ ∂z¯[Az, φ]) =Mδ(y, z0) . (7.8)
7.4 Scalar case.
In scalar case (7.8) is simplified
∂2yφ+
4
h
∂z∂z¯φ = cδ(y = 0, z0) . (7.9)
where for the time being the value c is not specified.
Consider (7.9) on R× C with the global coordinates (z, z¯, y) and h = 1. Then
φ = c
1√
y2 + zz¯
(7.10)
satisfies (7.4). It follows from 1.(7.7) that{
Az(z, z¯, y) = A
+
z (z, z¯, y), y > 0 and y = 0, z 6= 0 ,
Az(z, z¯, y) = A
−
z (z, z¯, y), y < 0 ,
(7.11)
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where
A+z (z, z¯, y) = −ic
(
1
z
y√
y2+zz¯
− 1
z
)
+ const ,
A−z (z, z¯, y) = −ic
(
1
z
y√
y2+zz¯
+ 1
z
)
+ const ,
and Az(z, z¯, y) is a connection on the line bundle L over R × C. The connection has a jump
−2ic1
z
at y = 0. To deal with smooth connections we compensate the jump by a holomorphic
gauge transform that locally near ~x0 has the form h ∼ zm. Here m should be integer, because
h is a holomorphic function. Notice that all holomorphic line bundles over S2 are known to be
O(m)-bundles, m ∈ Z. Thus, we have c = im2 , m ∈ Z. This usually referred as a quantization
of the monopole charge. In fact the constant c contains factor 4π (area of a unit sphere) which
yields a proper normalization of delta-function and appears in the Gauss’s law.
7.5 Modification
.
Assume that near the singular point ~x0 the Higgs field φ can be taken from the Cartan
subalgebra. Using the solution (7.10) for a line bundle we write in in the form
φ|~x→~x0 ∼
iγ
2
√
y2 + zz¯
∈ H . (7.12)
It follows from (7.11) that Az undergoes a discontinuous jump at y = 0
A+z −A−z =
iγ
z
, γ ∈ H . (7.13)
To get rid of the singularity of A at z = 0, as in the abelian case, one can perform the singular
gauge transform Ξ that behaves near ~x0 as
Ξ ∼ zγ ∈ H ., (Ξ = exp (2πiγ ln z)) . (7.14)
Assume that γ belongs to the coweight lattice γ ∈ P∨ as in (3.12). It means that Ξ is the
modification of type γ =
∑l
j=1mj̟
∨
j . As it was explained before, the modified bundle E˜ can
not be lifted to a G¯ bundle. Thus, if the monopole charge belong to P∨ then the solution of
the Bogomolny equation defines the modification of the initial flat bundle E− to the modified
bundle E+ = E˜. On the other hand, if γ belongs to the coroot lattice Q
∨ (A.4), then there
is no obstruction to lift E˜ to an G¯ bundle. In other words, the monopoles with charges from
the coroot lattices do not change the topological type of bundles. Therefore, monopoles with
nontrivial charges are classified by the quotient P∨/Q∨ ∼ Z(G¯) (A.24). In this way there are
no nontrivial monopoles for the groups G2, F4 and E8. From field-theoretical point of view the
modification (7.14) it is an action of the t’Hooft operator.
In summary, the monopole solutions of the Bogomolny equation allows one to relate them to
the symplectic Hecke correspondence in the monodromy preserving equations. Using the corre-
spondence between the monodromy preserving equations and the Hitchin integrable systems we
relate the same configurations to the symplectic Hecke correspondence in the Hitchin integrable
systems.
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8 Twisted N = 4 Super Yang-Mills Theory and Integrable sys-
tems.
In [14] Kapustin and Witten described the Langlands program in terms of the N = 4, d = 4
SUSY Yang-Mills Theory with compact gauge group Gc. By certain twists the theory becomes
topological and R4 can be replaced by a theory on C×Σ, where Σ will play the role of the basic
spectral curve introduced above, and C is a Riemann surface with boundaries.7 In particular,
C can be taken as R2. It includes time t and y variables that was used in the Bogomolny
equation. One of the crucial points is that in the limit when Σ becomes small compared with C
the effective theory is described by a topological sigma-model C →MH(Σ).
In fact, there is a family of twists in N = 4 theories. For a one value of the twist parameter
the theory can be reduced to the Bogomolny equation in three dimension and to the Hitchin
equations (6.7). The mention above sigma-model is the A-model with the target spaceMGcH (Σg).
It is described in the form (6.14), i.e. the phase space of the Hitchin integrable system, related
to the group G
For another specific value of the twist parameter one should consider the dual gauge group
LGc and the two-dimensional sigma-model is the B-model with the target space MLGcH (Σg)
(5.13). The supersymmetry condition is equivalent to flatness of the complexified connections
(6.15). It is the phase space for the monodromy preserving equations related to the group LG.
The S-duality in the Yang-Mills Theory in d = 4 becomes the mirror symmetry between A-
models with the target space MGcH (Σg,n) and B-models with the target space M
LGc
H (Σg). In
this way the Hitchin systems are dual to the monodromy preserving equations related to the
dual groups (see Table 2 in Appendix).
In the A-model the natural operators are the t’Hooft operators. They correspond to singular
configurations of the gauge field on a line or on a loop in d = 4. In the abelian case Gc = U(1)
they are defined as Dirac monopole configuration (7.11). In the non-abelian case with a compact
gauge Gc we define a singular gauge transform using the map tc : U(1)→ Gc. Since tc is defined
up to conjugations consider the map tc : U(1) → Tc in a Cartan torus Tc ⊂ Gc. Continue
tc to the holomorphic map of C
∗ to the Cartan subgroup C∗ → HG of the complex group
G. tc a co-character of G (A.18). In this way we come to the modification (7.14). This
construction establish a connection between the t’Hooft operators in the Yang-Mills theories
and the Symplectic Hecke Correspondence in the Hitchin Systems.
The S-dual to the t’Hooft operators are the Wilson operators in Yang-Mills theory with
the group LGc [38, 39]. We will not discuss here their implications in the theory of Integrable
systems.
Another important class of singular operators that related to this theory - singular operators
on two-dimensional surfaces transversal to Σg [15, 16]. Some special types of these operators
correspond to coadjoint orbits at the marked points of Σg. They are related to the spin variables
at the marked points. It was explained in [15] that in a neighborhood of a marked point the
Hitchin equations can be written in the form of the Nahm equations. In this way the part of
the phase spaces related to the spin variables can be described in terms of the moduli space of
solutions of the Nahm equation.
Summarizing we repeat the correspondence between objects in gauge theories and classical
integrable systems.
7Because Σ is a standard notation for basic spectral curves, our notations are opposite to [14], where Σ is
denoted as C and C as Σ.
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Yang −Mills theory Integrable systems
Gauge group Hidden symmetry
2d surface Basic spectral curve
Higgs fields Lax operators
t′Hooft operators Modification
Rigid surface operators Spin variables
Moduli parameters Coordinates of particles
Supersymmetry conditions Hitchin equations
S − duality Duality between Hitchin systems
and monodromy preserving equations
for dual groups
9 Appendix. A piece of group theory [40, 41]
Let g be a Lie algebra of a simple complex Lie group G, H its Cartan subalgebra, (dim (H) is
a rank of G). Let H∗ be a dual to H space, and 〈 , 〉 is a pairing between H and H∗. A finite
system of vectors R = {α} in H∗ is called a root system, if
1. R generates H∗;
2. For any α ∈ R there exists a coroot α∨ ∈ H such that 〈α,α∨〉 = 2 and the reflection in H∗
sα : x 7→ x− 〈x, α∨〉α (A.1)
preserving R;
3.〈β, α∨〉 ∈ Z for any β ∈ R;
4. For α ∈ R nα ∈ R iff n = ±1.
The dual system R∨ = {α∨} is the root system in H. The group of automorphisms of H∗
generated by reflections (A.1) is the Weyl group W (R). The groups W (R) and W (R∨) are
isomorphic.
Define a basis Π = (α1, . . . , αl) of simple roots in R such that any α ∈ R is decomposed in
this basis as
α =
l∑
j=1
nαj αj , mj ∈ Z , (A.2)
and all mj are positive (in this case α is a positive root), or negative (α is a negative root). In
other words the root system is an union of positive and negative roots R = R+ ∪R−.
Let SW be an algebra of polynomials on H invariant with respect to W -action. There exists
a basis in SW of l homogeneous polynomials of degrees d1 = 2, d2, . . . , dl. The degrees are
unequally defined by the root system R. The number of roots can be read off from the degrees
♯R = 2
l∑
i=1
(di − 1) . (A.3)
Let Q =
∑n
j=1 njαj , (nj ∈ Z , αj ∈ Π) be a root lattice in H∗. The simple coroots
Π∨ = (α∨1 , . . . , α
∨
l ) generate the coroot lattice in H
Q∨ =
n∑
j=1
njα
∨
j ⊂ H . (A.4)
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The fundamental weights ̟j ∈ H∗ , (j = 1, . . . , n) form a dual basis in H∗ 〈̟j , α∨k 〉 = δjk.
They generate the weight lattice P =
∑l
j=1mj̟j ⊂ H∗. In other words, P is dual to the coroot
lattice Q∨. Similarly, the coweight lattice
P∨ =
l∑
j=1
mj̟
∨
j , mj ∈ Z , 〈̟∨j , αk〉 = δjk . (A.5)
This lattice is dual to the root lattice Q.
Root decomposition
The algebra g has the root decomposition
g = H+ L , L =
∑
β∈R
cβEβ , cβ ∈ C . (A.6)
Here cβEβ are root subspaces. It follows from (A.3) that
dim g =
l∑
i=1
(2di − 1) . (A.7)
The Chevalley basis in g is generated by
{Eβj , βj ∈ R , Hαk = α∨k ∈ Π∨} . (A.8)
To construct the basis consider Hαk = α
∨
k , E±αj , (αj ∈ Π). They generate the basis for the
whole algebra. The commutation relations for these generators take the form
(i) [Hαk ,Hαj ] = 0 ,
(ii) [Eαk ,−Eαk ] = Hαk ,
(iii) [Hαk , E±αj ] = ±ajkE±αj ,
(iv) (ad(E±αi)
1−aji(E±αj ) = 0 , (i 6= j) .
(A.9)
Let B be a Borel subgroup of G. It is generated by Cartan subgroup of G and by negative
root subspaces exp (
∑
α∈R− Eα). The coset space Fl = G/B is called the flag variety. It has
dimension (see (A.3))
dim Fl =
l∑
j=1
(dj − 1) . (A.10)
The coadjoint orbits
O = {Ad∗gS0 | g ∈ G , S0 is afixed element of g∗} . (A.11)
is a generalization of a cotangent bundle to the flag varieties, 8 and for generic orbits
dim O = 2
l∑
j=1
(dj − 1) . (A.12)
8It is a cotangent bundle if S0 is a Jordan element. If S0 is semisimple,then O is the so-called torsor over F l.
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Characters and cocharacters.
Let H be a Cartan subgroup H ⊂ G. Define the group of characters 9
Γ(G) = {χ : H → C∗} . (A.13)
This group can be identified with a lattice group in H∗ as follows. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xl) be an
element of H, and exp 2πix ∈ H. Define γ ∈ H∗ such that
χ = exp 2πi〈γ,x〉 ∈ Γ(G) . (A.14)
This map is well defined only for discrete values of γ. For example, for G¯ = SL(2,C) H =
diag(exp 2πix, exp −2πix), where 0 ≤ x < 1. Then χ = exp 2πikx, where k ∈ Z. For Gad =
SL(2,C)/diag(−1,−1) χ = exp 2πikx, where k ∈ 2Z.
Let G¯ be the universal covering group of G and Gad is the adjoint group (Gad = G¯/Z(G¯) ,
Z(G¯) is a center of G¯). Let µl be a subgroup of Z(G¯) such that G, or in more details, Gl is a
factor-group
G = Gl = G¯/µl . (A.15)
It means that nontrivial groups G ≁ Gad, G¯ can arise only in An−1 (n is not prime) and Dn
cases.
Characters of G¯ and Gad are
Γ(G¯) = P , Γ(Gad) = Q , (A.16)
and Γ(Gad) ⊆ Γ(G) ⊆ Γ(G¯). The fundamental weights ̟k (k = 1, . . . , n) (simple roots αk)
form a basis in Γ(G¯) (Γ(Gad)). Let p be a divisor of ord (Z(G¯)) such that l = ord (Z(G¯))/p.
Then the lattice Γ(G) is defined as
Γ(G) = Q+̟ , p̟ ∈ Q . (A.17)
Define the dual groups of co-characters t(G) = Γ∗(G) as holomorphic maps
t(G) = {C∗ →H} . (A.18)
In another way t(G) is defined as the kernel of the exponential map exp : H→H
t(G) = {x ∈ H | exp (2πix) = 1} . (A.19)
We find from (A.16) that the groups t(G¯) and t(Gad) are the coroot and the coweight lattices
t(G¯) = Q∨ , t(Gad) = P
∨ . (A.20)
Thus a generic element of t(G) takes the form
zγ = exp 2πiγ ln z ∈ H , γ ∈ P∨ or Q∨ . (A.21)
In the intermediate case we have t(G¯) ⊆ t(G) ⊆ t(Gad). It follows from (A.17) that
t(Gl) = Q
∨ +̟∨ , l̟∨ ∈ Q∨ . (A.22)
9 The holomorphic maps of H to C∗ such that χ(h1h2) = χ(h1)χ(h2) for h1, h2 ∈ H.
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It follows from (A.9), that Adζ=exp 2πiγ(x) = x for γ ∈ P∨. On the other hand ζ is a
nontrivial element in G¯ and ζ = 1 in Gad (see (A.19) and (A.20)). Therefore,
ζ = exp 2πiγ ∈ Z(G¯) for γ ∈ P∨ . (A.23)
In fact,
Z(G¯) = P∨/t(G¯) ∼ P∨/Q∨ . (A.24)
In general, the center Z(G) of G is
Z(G) ∼ P∨/t(G) = µp . (A.25)
All groups except of G2, F4 and E8 have nontrivial centers.
Table 1
Centers of universal covering groups
(µN = Z/NZ)
G¯ Lie (G¯) Z(G¯)
SL(n,C) An−1 µn
Spin2n+1(C) Bn µ2
Spn(C) Cn µ2
Spin4n(C) D2n µ2 ⊕ µ2
Spin4n+2(C) D2n+1 µ4
E6(C) E6 µ3
E7(C) E7 µ2
The root system R of a Lie algebra g = Lie(G), the group of characters Γ(G) and cocharacters
t(G) are called the root data. A Langlands dual to G group LG is defined by the root data R∨
and
t(LG) ∼ Γ(G) , Γ(LG) ∼ t(G) . (A.26)
If Gl = G¯/µl, then
LGl = Gp = G¯/µp, where pl = ord (Z(G¯)). In particular, LG¯ = Gad.
Table 2
Duality in simple groups
Root system G LG
an, N = n+ 1 = pl Gl = SL(N,C)/µl Gp = SL(N,C)/µp
bn Spin(2n+ 1) Sp(n)/µ2
cn Sp(n) SO(2n+ 1)
d2l+1 Spin(4l + 2) SO(4l + 2)/µ2
SO(4l + 2) SO(4l + 2)
d2l Spin(4l) SO(4l)/µ2
SO(4l) SO(4l)
d4l Spin
L(8l) SpinL(8l)
SpinR(8l) SpinR(8l)
d4l+2 Spin
L(8m+ 4) SpinR(8m+ 4)
g2 G2 G2
f4 F4 F4
e6 E6 E6/µ3
e7 E7 E7/µ2
e8 E8 E8
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